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(see the educational communities discussed in Chapter 2). This notion is further

encapsulated in the catchphrase relate-create-donate (Shneiderman, 1998b). Students

collaborate with other students to create something ambitious and new that is useful

to people outside the classroom (Lazar & Preece, 1999a).

For learning communities to be successful, they must support thesespecialist needs of

students:

• Resources. To communicate with the class, within small groups, one-on-onc, with

the instructor; to access resources on the Web, to search the Web, to do colla

borative writing projects, to share work, to get feedback, to check grades, and
more.

• Guidance. Professors have to guide students effectively, to challenge them to use
the Internet creatively and to ensure they are rewarded for their efforts.

• Feedback. Feedback can take several forms at various points in the learning
process. It could be ongoing reassurance from a professor or peers, or acknowl
edgment of a job well done, or assignment of a grade. Or it could be help that
puts a wayward student back on the right track. Some online environments
provide special facilities for professors, to support record-keeping, grading, and
feedback.

• Enjoyment. When learning is fun it is generally more meaningful. Features
that encourage sharing, empathy, trust, support, and collaboration, as well as
discourage aggression, self- and ego-centered behavior help to make learning
enjoyable.

E-commerceand local community needs

There is phenomenal interest in online communities associated with e-commerce sites.

Entrepreneurs believe that online communities draw visitors to a site and encourage
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them to "stick" there (Figallo, 1998)—the concept known as "stickiness". Online

communities also enable international reach—that is, help companies gain access to

potential customers all over the world. However, to be effective, e-commerce

companies have some special functional requirements (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997)

that must be met in software usability.

• Management control. Managers must be able to control what happens in the com

munity. A community stops being attractive when customers complain about
products and services too much. Tools for moderating and monitoring arc there

fore needed.

• Trust. Several issues concern trust in c-commcrcc. Clients have to be able to

trust vendors, and they have to trust that their transactions are kept
private. Reputation management is proving to be a useful, low-cost technique

for supporting trust (Kollock, 1999), whereby sequences of unambiguous,
easily understandable actions and good feedback encourage trust in the inter
face.

• Privacy and security. Users have to be confident that personal information (e.g.
contact information, financial, and health details) is kept private; that is, that it
cannot be accessed by unauthorized people or sold to third-party organizations.

Financial transactions and other personal information (e.g., health records) not
only must be secure, they must be perceived as secure.

• linage. Just as in a brick-and-mortar business,corporate image online is important.
"Look and feel," company name and brand, URL, logo, and so on must convey
quality. All online communities have to be appealing to attract people initially,
but aesthetic design and fresh content are particularly important for drawing

people back to e-commerce communities.

• General ease oj use. All online communities need to be easy to learn to use, but

this quality is particularly important in c-commcrcc communities, because

competition on the Web is so intense. There arc many options for customers
to chose from, and they won't hesitate to switch loyalty to a site that is easier

to use.
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Though good usability is an asset for any online community, the importance of

different aspects of usability varies between application areas. For health commu

nities, privacy, support, and confidence in the source and accuracy of content is

particularly important. Education communities need features that support learning

and enable professors to guide and inspire pupils. E-commerce communities rely on

pleasing design and fresh content to draw in customers. All require case of use but

e-commerce participants are likely to be the least tolerant of user-unfriendly inter

faces. Trust, too, is important in all online communities, but with differing implica

tions. Likewise, tools for managing and administering communities are important for

all three areas, though needs arc different.

Synchronous and asynchronous tasks

Several classification schemes attempt to clarify the nature of communication tasks

(e.g., McGrath, 1984). One of the most useful is the time space matrix (Ellis, Gibbs, &

Rein, 1991), which defines tasks and the systems that support them, along two

dimensions: time and space. A major distinction is whether tasks and systems support

synchronous communication, whereby all participants must be available at a particular

time, and asynchronous communication, which docs not have this requirement. The

space dimension describes whether communicating participants are colocated or in

different places.

The cells of the matrix in Table 4.1 summarize the differences between four different

types of communication tasks. This delineation is particularly insightful, as it maps

directly onto communication tools to provide a meaningful description of their

potential scope. The table indicates that most computer-mediated communication
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Table 4.1 Time Space Matrix*

Same time

Same place Synchronous, colocated

interaction (e.g., face-to-face

meeting)

Different places Synchronous distributed
interaction (e.g., chats, instant

messaging, MUDs and MOOs,

virtual worlds, video

conferencing)

Different time

Asynchronous colocated

interaction (e.g., message left by

one person for another to collect
later)

Asynchronous distributed
interaction (e.g., email, listsever,

UseNet news group, bulletin

board)

♦Adapted from Ellis ct al., 1991, p. 41.

tools have been developed to support distributed communication, with a range of

examples for both synchronous and asynchronous communication.

But before continuing to discuss the mapping between task needs and software

features, it is necessary to address the other part of the usability jigsaw, that is, to

understand users' needs.

Users

It goes without saying that users come in all shapes and sizes, with different person

alities, abilities, experiences, resources, and needs. They also have many things

in common, just by virtue of being human. For example, our hearing is limited

to a certain frequency range; we share common emotional, psychological, and
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physiological characteristics. Yet within these general categories, individual differ

ences strongly impact how well we perform as individuals when using computer

systems.

Considerable well-documented work has been done by psychologists and physiolo

gists and in human-computer interaction in an effort to understand human character

istics (see Further Reading at the end of this chapter).

Human diversity

Dimensions for discussing human diversity include: physical, cognitive and percep

tual, personality, cultural, experience, gender, age, and capability (Shnciderman,

1998a).

Physical differences

The fact that people differ from each other physically is important for some types of

computer system design; consider systems that use consoles or standalone kiosk

systems. While online community developers hope that hardware developers remain

cognizant of human physical differences, currently, these differences are not taken

into account in online community design.

Cognitive and perceptual differences

These differences arc relevant for online community developers, particularly when

online communities are closely interrelated with Web page content. A few golden

rules based on well-founded psychological research may help in this regard. For

example, in 1956, psychologist George Miller demonstrated that human short-term
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memory is limited to seven, plus or minus two, items (Miller, 1956). Remembering

unrelated items creates an added burden.

Identifying items, as opposed to remembering them, is much easier. Consequently,

Web developers arc advised to create broad, shallow menus rather than narrow, deep

ones (Larson & Czcrwinski, 1998). In a study of three menu hierarchies of 8 X 8

(i.e., eight items on the surface and levelsof menu depth), 16 x 32 and 32 x 16 items,

broader and shallower menus were optimal; and overall, 32 x 16 won the day.

Personality differences

The terms extroversion and introversion, assertive and passive, among others arc well

known for describing personality. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator uses a number

of paired dichotomies for rating personality differences. While it seems possible that

personality type may influence reactions to user interfaces and behavior in online

communities, there is no evidence to support such a hypothesis.

Gender

Some evidence docs link gender and personality. Men, and especially young men,

often rank higher on aggressiveness, competitiveness, dominance, and task orienta

tion. Women tend to be orientated more toward connectedness and relationships,

showing greater empathy and sensitivity to the emotions and feelings of others

(Wallace, 1999). This evidence has led to some superficial assumptions that women

arc particularly attracted to online communities that focus on support, connection,

and discussion, such as those offered by iVillage.com. However, there is no solid

evidence to support this assumption, and there are counterexamples.
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Gender differences in conversational style (Tanncn, 1990) have been observed to

transfer to online textual communication (Herring, 1992). Women use more "fillers"

(relatively meaningless words), hedging (reluctance), intcnsifiers (e.g., so, really,

awfully, etc.), and questions; and they apologize more than men (Wallace, 1999).

While such observations speak more to sociability (Chapter 3) than usability, they

remind developers that gender differences do exist and could affect how the wording

of feedback and instructions is interpreted.

Cultural diversity

Prior to the popularity of the Internet the impact of cultural differences on the way

computers are used was acknowledged but largely ignored by developers. Now that

the marketplace is truly global, however, more attention is being paid to cultural

diversity. Apart from obvious usability challenges—for example, designing screen

displays for languages that read from right to left as in Hebrew, rather than from left

to right as in English and most European languages—there are many other potential

affects of cultural diversity. Colors, for example, have different meanings in different

cultures. White signifies purity, and is associated with weddings and birth in western

countries; in Japan, white is associated with death. Such cultural differences could

also affect the workings of online communities. For example, it is well known that

Japanese business delegations generally involve a group of men who work together

collaboratively. How might such a custom translate to the conduct of business over

the Internet?
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Experience

Experts and novices obviously have different requirements for software design.

Typically, experts want shortcuts, often provided by programming function keys.

Novices, on the other hand, want clear, logical sequences of actions supported by

explanatory feedback, particularly when errors occur (Mayer, 1997). There are also

many differences between expert and novice problem-solving strategies; clearly,

experts can rely on tacit knowledge that is deeply internalized. How such differences

play out in online community design is unclear, but they are important factors for

user interface design.

Age

Users of different ages have different needs, look for different types of content, and

prefer different interaction styles. For example, ICQ and chats tend to be popular

with teens and students. But should age be taken into account in usability design of

online communities, which exist for all age groups? There is a growing body of

knowledge about the general usability needs of users of different ages, and for the

purposes of this discussion, we will address the needs ofseniors in online communities

as the example, because they have been overlooked by many computer vendors until

recently.

It is becoming more widely recognized and publicized that seniors have much to offer

due to their life experiences. They have much to gain, too (Ellis & Bruckman, 1999;

Mynatt, Adlcr, Ito, Linde, & O'Day, 1999). Human-computer interaction studies

indicate that the physical and psychological affectsofaging do create special interface
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needs for this age group ofusers, in the form of larger fonts, higher-contrast displays,

easier-to-use pointing devices, amplified audio, and simpler command sequences

(Shneiderman, 1998a). However, researchers admit that there are still too many

questions to be answered before design guidelines can be developed to accommodate

the needs of older adults (Czaja, 1997).

One of the great benefits of online communities for seniors is that they offer new,

easier, and cheaper ways to connect with family, friends, and other seniors. A year

long ethnographic study of ScniorNct demonstrated how uniquely supportive and

cohesive such communities can be (Mynatt ct al., 1999). SeniorNct is a robust

organization founded over twelve years ago to help seniors gain access to computing

technology. Anyone over age 50 iseligibleto join, and there are over 25,000members

whose ages span a range ofover 40 years. Consequently, the study noted that treating

SeniorNet participants as a single group was not feasible. The study also noted the

high level of civility in this community and that many participants were surprisingly

adept and eager to learn, thereby challenging researchers to reconsider their stereo

types of seniors.

Interestingly, projects that bring together people of different ages are also starting to

emerge, such as the writing history project at Georgia Tech for young people and

seniors (Ellis& Bruckman, 1999). Working collaboratively in this format would seem

to make the need for special age-related usability design less imperative. Still, more

specificand abundant information about the usability needs ofpeople ofdifferent ages

would be helpful to online community developers.
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Disabilities

User interface designers face special challenges when attempting to serve the user

population with physical and mental disabilities (Newell & Gregor, 1997). Both

Braille and speech interfaces enable blind and partially sighted users to interact

with computers, but other generic interface designs for more wide-ranging physical

disabilitieshave been more difficult to identify. Fortunately such high-profile cases as

that ofphysicist Stephen Hawking, from Cambridge, UK, author ofa A BriefHistory

of Time (Hawking, 1998), help to draw attention to the needs of disabled people.

What may also promote this area of development is the recognition that interfaces

that arc well designed for people with disabilities often help able-bodied people, too

(Newell & Gregor, 1997). Furthermore, the benefits of online community may be

even greater for this group of users.

Social and economic

User access obviously is an important consideration for online community develo

pers. Interface designers cannot rely on everyone having access to state-of-the-art

equipment, particularly high-speed connections and fast machines with extensive

memory, as that would preclude the participation of great numbers of people.

Although there is a continued drive toward more bandwidth, which is being reflected

in designs, developers arc realizing that often they must provide two versions of

software (Chapter 8). A recent U.S. government report draws attention to the fact

that the gap between the number of male and female users on the Internet has

declined dramatically but that the gap between rich and poor, well-educated and
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less educated is increasing (National Telecommunications and Information

Administration & U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1999).

In conclusion, much is known about human diversity that is relevant to online

community design, and a few salient issues are particularly important. First, the

international reach ofonline communities means that the potential impact ofcultural

differences may be greater. While many cultural groups will continue to prefer to

maintain communities that uphold their cultural norms, c-commerce entrepreneurs

will undoubtedly be striving to extend their markets across cultures. Whether the

result will be good for cultural groups and intcrcultural relations remains to be seen.

An associated issue, though not strictly a usability issue, is the question access to what?

In Chapter 1, the problems of perpetrating hate-based content and pornography

across the Internet were raised. Design of filtering software to prevent access to

such sites does raise usability issues, especially as many parents arc less adept at

using computers than their children.

Many users or few: Collective characteristics

Knowledge of human diversity is important for designing the interfaces with which

users will interact, and to date, too little attention has been given to this (Gaines,

Chen, & Shaw, 1997). That said, major usability issues emerge when considering the

collective activity of participants in online community spaces, and this topic is just

starting to be addressed (e.g., Erickson ct al., 1999; Viegas & Donath, 1999; and sec

Chapter 12).Many of these usability problems concern representation. For one, many

systems provide little or no indication of the number of people in the environment at
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any time. Users don't know whether they are one of 10, 100, or 1,000. Message

trails, the speed at which messages scroll on the screen of a chat system, the number

of active avatars, and other indicators may give some clues, but this information

is inadequate to answer questions such as: Who else is there? What are they

doing? How long have they been there? This kind of feedback is largely

unavailable.

Visual representations, like those discussed in Chapter 3 will help. Developing

such graphical representations, however, will require trade-offs involving screen

"real estate." For example, avatars may improve an individual's sense of being

present in a community (Chapter 5), but there are limits to the number of

avatars that can be shown on a screen at any time, especially when messages arc

also placed alongside the avatars, as in Active Worlds (Chapter 2). Moving these

messages to a separate text chat screen is one way of alleviating the overcrowding,

but it is still unsatisfactory. Scaling online community software so that it supports

very large numbers of participants presents an interesting research challenge (Chapter

12). Likewise, the usability of tools to help moderators and administrators will

become increasingly important.

Traditionally, usability has addressed users, tasks, and the constraints of the

physical environments in which users operated the software, so much is known

about the impact of physical environments (Dumas & Redish, 1999) on usability.

In contrast, there is still a lot to learn about the impact of social changes on online

environments.
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Software

The tours in Chapter 2 informally introduced the main software genre that supports

online communities. This section raises some basic usability issues, to be discussed in

relation to synchronous and asynchronous software.

Usability

Good usability supports people's creativity, improves their productivity, and, simply,

makes them feel good. Poor usability leads to frustration, and wastes time, energy,

and money. Again, the concise definition of usability as given in Chapter 1 and at the

beginning of this chapter states that software with good usability supports rapid

learning, high skill retention, low error rates, and high productivity. It is consistent,

controllable, and predictable, making it pleasant and effective to use.

The link between understanding user task needs and user characteristics becomes

apparent when this knowledge is mapped to interface design. Using any tool,

whether it is a hammer or a computer, requires users to translate their goals into a

sequence of actions, which can be achieved using the tool. When the tool is a com

puter, the sequence of actions involves entering instructions or selecting items. The

computer responds with a message, the next screen, or perhaps it is unresponsive.

Whatever happens the user has to evaluate the response, determine his or her next

move, then issue further instructions to make the process continue.

Norman describes the transactions between humans and computers in terms of

crossing two gulfs: the gulf of execution and the gulf of evaluation (Norman, 1986).
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Meaningful commands, menus and icons, a well-designed navigation system, and

comprehensible feedback messages help to reduce the cognitive and physical effort

required to bridge these gulfs. Graphical user interfaces (GUIs), based on visual

metaphors such as the desktop or town hall, support users' inferences about how

the computer system works. Upholding the following three general principles

(Shncidcrman, 1998a) helps to ensure good usability, which in turn helps users to

bridge the gulfs of execution and evaluation.

• Consistent. Software should use the same terms and procedures for achieving the
same functionality throughout. For example, if Exit is used to leave part of a
community, such as a bulletin board, then Exit should be used consistently
throughout all software to take leave of the current state. Sequences of actions
also need to follow the same format. Color and typographic layout, too, should
be consistent, meaning that font and size, capitalization conventions, justification,
and title positions should be the same throughout.

• Controlable. Users want to be in control; they want software that supports, not
takes over. They want to be able to do what they want, when they want, and not
be constrained by the software.

• Predictable. Software that is consistent and controllable is predictable too.

It enables users to continually build on their experiences, and to develop

more sophisticated and accurate mental models in their heads about how the
software works (Norman, 1986). Users want to be sure that if a particular
set of commands worked in one situation, it will work in a similar

situation. Their confidence and skills increase with this type of predictable
experience.

One annoying usability problem that occurs in communities is caused by using differ

ent software to form parts ofa Web site. For example, many community sitesconsist of

discussion boards, chats, and Web pages. Because chats and discussion boards often arc

downloaded free from the Internet or hosted at a different site, they have different
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interface features. Consequently, the community site lacks a common look and

feel. This not only creates usability problems, it also destroys the sense of

community, causing users to become very frustrated. Unfortunately, the amount

of "freeware" that can be tailored may be limited; therefore, developers are

advised to trade off functionality for improved usability by offering fewer modules.

Are two or three different ways of communicating really needed? Chapter 9

presents heuristics to help online community developers make these decisions about

usability.

Synchronous and asynchronous systems

Synchronous software supports communication in real time. Participants have

to be present at the same time, though not necessarily in the same place, so that

comments can follow one after another as in verbal conversation. Asynchronous

software does not require participants to be available at the same time.

Responses may occur minutes, days, weeks, or even months later. Table 4.2

summarizes well-known software genres used in online communities, and notes

their synchronicity, the tasks for which they are most commonly used and well-

known usability issues.

There arc a number of basic tasks that users of any kind of software need to do.

These include: registering and leaving the community; composing, sending and read

ing messages; searching for messages, information and people; and expressing them

selves naturally. Users also need reassurance that their financial and/or personal

information will be kept confidential and secure.
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Table 4.2 Software: Synchronicity, Tasks, and Usability

Software Synchronous or

Genre Asynchronous

Web site Basic pages are

asynchronous, but

synchronous software is

frequently embedded.

Email Asynchronous. Email

comes to the user. It is

a "push" technology.

Common Tasks and Usability Issues

Provides a location for Web-based

online communities. Pages provide

information about the community,

answers to frequently asked

questions (FAQs), and links to other

sites. Typical Web usability

problems, such as poor navigation,

obsolete links, inconsistent

typographic design, and others

influence Web-based communities

whose identity is closely associated

with the site. In addition, continuity

between the Web pages and

imported software modules such as

discussion boards and chats can be a

major problem.

Supports a one-to-one

communication with other

individuals and groups via lists and

listservcr software. Attachments

("enclosures") can be sent in most

systems. Textual, command-driven

systems arc being replaced by GUI

interfaces, as in Eudora and Outlook

Express. This improves usability,

particularly for new and infrequent

users. The form of email can appear

differently when read by various

email readers.
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Software- Synchronous or

Genre Asynchronous

Listservcr Asynchronous. Arrives

(commonly like email or as a

referred to collection of messages

as a listserv. known as a digest.

after the

well-known

product)

UseNet, also

known as

UseNet News

Bulletin

boards, also

known as

discussion

boards

Asynchronous. Like email

except that users go to the

UseNet group. It is a

"pull" technology.

Asynchronous. Users leave

messages for others to read.

Usability: Tasks, Users,and Software

Common Tasks and Usability Issues

Supports communication with a

group. Everyone must register in

order to participate. This isa powerful

medium for broadcasting messages

to thousands of users, though it can

also support intimate, small groups.

Like email, usability is determined by

the email system used to send and

read messages. There is no capability

for replying to a single message

within a digest, and there is no

threading.

Enables communication with

whomever leaves messages in a

UseNet community; membership is

not controlled. Thousands of

communities exist, classified

hierarchically, under different topic
headings. Messages arc ordered

chronologically, and users choose

when to read.

Based on the metaphor of a

physical bulletin board. Messages

are usually threaded by topic so

their relationship is apparent.

Many bulletin boards offer authoring

templates, search facilities, private

mailing capabilities, and icons for

annotating messages.
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Table 4.2 Continued

Software

Genre

Chats

Instant

messaging

MUDs

(Multiuser

dungeons)

Synchronous or

Asynchronous

Synchronous text. Often

very fast-moving short

messages.

Synchronous text.

Synchronous text with

graphical environment and

avatars.

Common Tasks and Usability Issues

Enable the short rapid exchange of

comments. The result is fast-moving

conversation, often emphasizing

greetings. Begun as textual

environments, but an increasing

number of 2D and 3D environments

with avatars arc being developed to

give participants a sense of presence

(Chapter 5). Usability issues involve

representing group activity on the

screen, controlling the number of

participants, and scaling for very large

numbers of participants.

Instant messaging systems run in the

background. Group members are

registered, and each time one of them

logs on, other members arc notified.

Members can send short messages to

each other.

Engage in interactive fantasy games
with others. Participants usually

adopt a fantasy persona and engage

in games that take place in fictional

worlds. Some of these systems (like

Ultima.com) have millions of paying

users, and feature state-of-the-art

graphical interfaces.
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Software

Genre

MOOs

(Object

oriented

MUDs)

Synchronous or

Asynchronous

Synchronous textual and

graphical object-oriented

environments.

Environments

Usability: Tasks, Users, and Software

Common Tasks and Usability Issues

Enable interactive discussions with

people in a mctaphoric community.

Most participants contribute

programs to build the community. To

people who do not participate, the

textual environment may look

uninteresting but MOOers

participants enjoy constructing images

in their minds.

Virtual Synchronous 3D graphical Communicate with others in a 3D

environments environments. virtual environment that requires

high bandwidth. These arc most

useful for simulations and fantasy

games. Many usability problems

may occur due to state-of-the-art

software.

Online communities certainly can exist based on a single type of software, such as

a chat or listservcr, but the current trend is to embed community modules into a

Web site and create a complete environment. Custom-built software environ

ments also exist, for distance education, conferencing, group support, "shells"

for content, and homesteading environments for hosting others (discussed in

Chapter 8).

139
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The seamless integration of components is a central usability issue for software

environments, but is particularly important for online communities that have

been developed by incorporating ready-made modules into a Web site. Other

issues include those mentioned earlier, plus basic usability of the interface to support

operation by individuals, and representations and issues related to group dynamics.

Though online communities are considered a new phenomenon by virtue of their

environment—the Internet, much can be learned about them from earlier work done

on other kinds of group support systems and conferencing systems, which have been

around for twenty years or more. In 1985, Roxanne Hiltz, a professor at NewJersey

Institute of Technology, coined the term online community to use as her book title

(Hiltz, 1985), which contains an account of her work, with Murray Turoff and their

colleagues, on the E1ES conferencing system.

E1ES was built to enhance communication within geographically dispersed small

research communities of scientists consisting of 10 to 50 individuals sharing similar

interests (Hiltz, 1985). It enabled members to send private communications to indi

viduals or groups on the system, that is, conferences. Permanent collections of tran

scripts on topics of discussion were assembled. E1ES provided facilities for thejoint

authoring of papers and for other specialist requirements, such as databases. One

group had an electronic journal. EIES also used a voting system that supported

group decision-making as well as standard voting.

Hiltz and her colleagues recognized the importance of usability, noting that ease

of learning, quality of documentation, and user friendliness were all important

deterniinaiits of the system's success (Kerr & Hiltz, 1982).Others also recognized the


